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 ABSTRACT

This work provides the education planner with an introduction into the use of a time phased 
linear programming manpower model as it pertains to teacher demands at the provincial 
and national level. We first explain model fundamentals and then propose the use of such a 
model to provide keen insights into potential futures regarding a state’s education system. 
Then, we provide a case study that delves into the Afghanistan education system providing 
insights into teacher training capacity issues as well as potential disparities across gen-
ders and provinces. A modification of the model to provide sensitivity analysis regarding 
policy, assumptions, and uncertainty is also presented, which demonstrates the power of 
linear programming as a decision tool within the realm of complex policy analysis.

INTRODUCTION
The	demand	for	qualified	teachers	is	a	first	principal	in	the	determination	and	follow-

ing prescription of education policy through planning. Teacher management is a critical 
governance issue in fragile state contexts, and especially those in which the education 
system	has	been	destroyed	by	years	of	conflict	and	instability	(Kirk,	2008).	The	importance	
of teacher planning to a society is only reemphasized by the United Nations Millennium 
Goal #2 – “ensure that, by 2015, children everywhere, boys and girls alike, will be able to 
complete a full course of primary schooling” (United Nations, 2010, p.1).  Teacher supply 
and demand manpower planning has been brought to the forefront given the continued and 
ever growing role of the international community in education development throughout the 
world.	However,	given	natural	challenges	to	teacher	development	such	as	an	unqualified	
supply pool for teachers in many countries, competing national interests, security concerns 
such as in Afghanistan, societal implications, and disease concerns such as in Africa, it is 
of particular importance that education planners make the most of the planning and policy 
comparison tools available to them. Here we present a linear programming manpower 
model which was developed in accordance with many of the premises of education plan-
ning. We use this model to provide insight into potential future teacher demand and edu-
cational frictions in Afghanistan, but we assert this model structure is useful in numerous 
cases. Additionally, we explain the assumptions and potential weaknesses in the model as 
these matters are likely common. Included in this study is a brief overview of the math-
ematical modeling technique of linear programming to expose how such a model cannot 
only be insightful, but transparent, allowing the education planner and decision maker  to  
understand the assumptions and limitations within the model.
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TEACHER SUPPLY AND DEMAND WITHIN THE
CONTEXT OF EDUCATION PLANNING

Across	the	literature,	one	of	the	more	referenced	definitions	for	education	planning	is	
given by Phillip Coombs 1, “[Education Planning is] the application of rational, systematic 
analysis to the process of educational development with the aim of making education more 
effective	 and	 efficient	 in	 response	 to	 the	 needs	 and	goals	 of	 its	 students	 and	 societies”	
(Coombs, 1970, p.14). The purpose of manpower forecasting is to provide decision makers 
insight to ensure training and inventory focus on the areas needed (Cashbaugh et al., 2007). 
Bringing these two designations together as Reichardt does, we see 

The main purpose of a teacher supply and demand study should be to improve 
the education of all learners, by helping policymakers create targeted policies that ensure 
all	learners	are	taught	by	high	quality	qualified	teachers,	all	of	the	time.	Understanding	the	
actual	extent	of	the	need	for	qualified	teachers	is	the	first	step	in	ensuring	that	there	is	a	
qualified	teacher	in	every	classroom”	(Reichardt,	2003,	p.2).

The	supply	of	people	does	not	immediately	meet	the	demand	for	teachers.	Qualified	
teachers and the processes which train these teachers are resource intensive. The allocation 
of resources to meet current needs given future requirements requires the “rational, system-
atic analysis” referred to by Coombs. Inarguably, this is a rather important part of any gov-
ernment’s duty to its populace and should therefore be conducted deliberately and without 
bias. That being said, it would be interesting to know how many planners intentionally use 
proven mathematical models for educational manpower planning, and of those who do, 
how many education planners understand the implications and assumptions. A search of 
the current literature shows, although improvements have been made in the quantitative 
models of education focused on planners, much of the focus is on statistical and data anal-
ysis techniques and gains can still be made in forecast modeling.

This is by no means a new problem in the realm of education planning. In his 1970 arti-
cle, Mathematical Programming Models in Education Planning (McNamara, 1971), James 
McNamara conducts a rather broad sweep of what is the beginning of a deliberate marriage 
between the management science of Operations Research and Education Planning. He fo-
cuses on the use of mathematical programming to support the design of education policy 
in the realms of curriculum selection, design of physical facilities, resource allocation, cost 
accounting, salary schedule analysis, and student population projections. He further classi-
fies	most	educational	planning	models	into	the	subsets	of	social	demands	approach	which	
attempts to project individuals’ demands for places in the educational system as opposed to 
society’s demands for trained manpower and the manpower-requirement approach which 
ascertains future needs for manpower from projections of the growth of the economy and 
inputs of labor of various skills (McNamara, 1971). McNamara provides examples of such 
models such as Galloday who constructed a Macro dynamic linear programming model for 
education in Morocco (Golladay, 1968). 

These models, which were computationally expensive at the time, can now be solved 
relatively	easily	on	a	 typical	personal	computer.	Additionally,	 the	growth	of	 the	field	of	
management science has brought many of these techniques to the forefront of analysis, 
proving	they	can	provide	a	tremendous	benefit	to	educational	planners.	

1Phillip Coombs was the	first	US	Assistant	Secretary	of	State	for	Education	and	the	organizer	of	
IIEP.
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Johnstone (1974) conducted a comprehensive review of model development in educa-
tional planning which surpassed looking only at mathematical programming – one of his 
greater conclusions was:

[regarding model development] the interest shown in models, however, is one 
sided. Most research has been carried on in research centers or in institutions of 
higher education; there is little evidence in the published literature to indicate that 
much is done in ministries or departments of Education where plans and policies 
are formulated (p.194)

 We believe that there has not been enough done over the past 50 years to remedy this. 
Here we provide a tractable model and use of Operations Research to assist in the improve-
ment of this breach. This study further provides an introduction to linear programming for 
an educational planner and follows it with a case study of Afghanistan using open source 
data.

LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Linear programming is a mathematical technique that maximizes (or minimizes) a 

linear function subject to a system of linear constraints. This linear function, together with 
the system of linear constraints, forms what is called the linear programming model (LP). 
The canonical form of an LP is shown below (Hillier & Lieberman, 2010): 

Maximize  c1x1 + c2x2 + … + cnxn  (1)
Subject to  a11x1 + a12x2 + … + a1nxn ≤ b1 
 a21x1 + a22x2 + … + a2nxn ≤ b2
 …
 am1x1 + am2x2 + … + amnxn ≤ bm
 x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0, …, xn ≥ 0 

Notice that the LP consists of (a) a linear function called the objective function that mea-
sures the relationship between a solution set of parameters and decision variables, (b) a set 
of	linear	inequalities	or	equations	called	functional	constraints	which	define	restrictions	or	
limitations of available resources or required demand, and (c) nonnegativity restrictions 
for decision variables called nonnegativity constraints (Cook and Russel 1977). The linear 
programming model (1) can be written compactly as below:

Maximize 
1
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Here, the objective function has the goal of maximizing some combination of ci and xi, 
where ci is a set of constants and xi is a decision variable whose value is determined when 
the model is solved. Their values provide the answer which the model seeks to solve. For 
example,	the	optimal	number	of	first	grade	teachers	could	be	represented	by	x1. The aij, cj, 
and bi are model parameters which are representative of data or model input – following 
the linear programming models (1) and (2), c1	could	represent	the	known	salary	of	a	first	
grade teacher. 

A form of linear programming is that of network models. A lead principle in network 
models	is	that	of		balance	of	flow	(or	conservation	of	flow),	which	states	that	total	flow	into	
a	location	minus	total	flow	out	of	a	location	equals	the	net	demand	at	every	predefine	point.	
This often takes the canonical form:

ij ji k
i j i j

x x b− =∑∑ ∑∑                                                                                 (3)

where xij is	the	variable	input	flow	from	location	i to location  j and  xji is	the	output	flow	
from location j to location i, and bk is the net demand. This is also referred to as a balance 
constraint	as	it	assures	that	in-flows	equal	out	flows	for	materials	and	products	by	one	stage	
of production and consumed by others (Rardin, 1998). This model can then be expanded to 
create a time phased balanced constraint. Rardin provides a salient way to understand this 
time phased concept as shown below. 

Lt+1 = Lt + It (4)

where Lt and Lt+1 represents respectively starting level at time periods t and t+1, whereas It 
represents impacts of period t decisions. We can now see a common premise found in many 
manpower models – in that the number of personnel employed by an agency in the current 
year is dependent on those who were employed the previous year and impacted by policy 
decisions such as hires and releases as well as exogenous factors such as unplanned losses.

Balance	of	Flow	Manpower	modeling	 is	a	 transparent	and	efficient	way	 to	provide	
key insights into the manpower requirements for teachers in a developing for educationally 
struggling country. Such modeling can easily account for training requirements, spatial 
implications, temporal needs, uncertainty, and cultural implications. These models run in 
relatively short times allowing iterative exploration and sensitivity analysis. In this work, 
we explain a mathematical model in terms meant for the education planner who might not 
have a background in linear programming, but as with any good planner or policy maker, 
feels he or she must understand a model if it is to be used to inform policy.

THE CONTEMPORARY PLANNING ENVIRONMENT
The recent international community’s emphasis on education is made apparent in the 

United Nations Millennium Goals. Goal #2 is to ensure that, by 2015, children everywhere, 
boys and girls alike, will be able to complete a full course of primary schooling” (UNDP 
Afghanistan,	 2011).	 In	 a	 recent	 article	Thomas	 Friedman	 expounds	 upon	 two	financial	
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commitments	by	the	United	States,	one	to	Egypt	for	$1.3	Billion	worth	of	tanks	and	fight-
er jets, and one for $13.5 million in scholarships for Lebanese youth to attend tertiary 
education. He states “The $13.5 million in full scholarships has already bought America 
so	much	more	friendship	and	stability	than	the	$1.3	billion	in	tanks	and	fighter	jets	ever	
will” (Friedman, 2012, p. A27). This drives the question, how can an investment order of 
magnitude less than another be more impacting? The answer lies in the utility of education. 

Education has proven an important driver for economic growth, development, fertility 
management, lessening mortality, and improving health (Mackenbach et al., 2008)2008. 
Education	 provides	 stability,	 a	 basis	 for	 conflict	 sensitivity	 instruction,	 and	 a	 place	 for	
learning	 and	 remembrance;	 however,	 if	 education	 in	 conflict	 is	 not	 planned	 adequately	
it	 can	provide	 space	 for	 the	 exacerbation	of	 the	 frictions	which	 are	 inherent	 to	 conflict		
(Smith, 2005). 

It is apparent that in this globalized world, countries which have the capability to pro-
vide support in education should do so; not only because of education’s moral importance, 
but also for righteous self interests. As is often the case in public utilities, human capital is 
the driving force behind the ability of a nation to provide education to its people – nowhere 
is this more evident than in fragile or developing states. It is these states with the limited 
capacity where acute planning is arguably more important than in developed countries 
where the societal capacity (i.e. trained people pool) can compensate for poor planning. 
But in many fragile and developing countries, human capacity is a precious resource – 
whether due to a lack of current capacity, security considerations, disease outbreaks, pov-
erty,	cultural	frictions,	or	ethnic	strife,	there	are	circumstances	which	influence	the	teacher	
production pool, and these should be planned for and analyzed. 

This dynamic environment provides complexities and challenges which require cre-
ative modeling to simulate. For example in a very recent publication, Marchant and Lauten-
bach show the importance of disaggregation in looking at teacher demand in South Africa 
as well as the importance of accounting for student teacher ratio goals and the implications 
regarding the quality of education. They also show that due to an aggregated look at the 
teacher supply in South Africa – many teacher training colleges (TTCs) which were later 
proved critical were closed (Marchant &  Lautenbach, 2011). Often the integrated impacts 
in a system are lost when a myopic view is taken, while the converse is also true as intri-
cacies are lost when studying the system in the aggregate. Here we show how a relatively 
simple linear program can be used to conduct analysis at a disaggregated provincial level to 
inform decisions regarding teacher training colleges in Afghanistan. We also demonstrate 
how sensitivity analysis can be used to provide prescriptive policy insights while account-
ing for uncertainty and potential interactions within the system. 

A CASE STUDY: MODELING THE AFGHANISTAN EDUCATION SYSTEM
In this next section, we provide an example of a use of linear programming to explore 

the potential futures of the Afghan Education System. Over the previous three decades, 
torn from multiple wars and an intolerant governing regime, the education system in Af-
ghanistan	has	been	decimated.	Only	in	the	recent	decade	has	there	been	a	unified	effort	
towards the improvement of education. This emphasis, regarding education, has provided 
benefit,	but	has	also	brought	unexpected	problems.	There	has	been	a	seven	fold	increase	
in the demand for primary and secondary education with nearly seven million children en-
rolled in school today (Ministry of Education, 2011). Unfortunately, in a country with 27% 
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adult literacy, an ongoing war upon its soil, an opium trade as a primary gross domestic 
product,	and	an	inefficient	use	of	international	aid,	meeting	the	increasing	demand	for	edu-
cation	is	difficult	at	best	(Sigsgaard,	2009).	The	Afghanistan	Ministry	of	Education	(MOE)	
has stated that the future of Afghanistan depends on the capacity of its people to improve 
their own lives, the well being of their communities, and the development of the nation.

As of 2012, there are 56 primary donors who have donated approximately $57 billion 
U.S. to Afghanistan (Margesson, 2009). The UN Coalition is dedicated to the security and 
infrastructure improvement of Afghanistan in order to ensure Afghan Government suc-
cess. In 2014, with the anticipated withdrawal of coalition forces and a newly autonomous 
Afghan state, the future is uncertain. The purpose of the following case study was to use 
mathematical modeling to demonstrate potential outcomes and points of friction regarding 
the demand for teachers in Afghanistan, given the substantial forthcoming changes in the 
country. 

This case study focuses on the capacity for teacher training in Afghanistan as it per-
tains to the growing demand for education. Although the current pool of teachers has a 
mixed training background (73% of teachers have not met the grade 14 graduate require-
ment (Ayobi, 2012), the Afghanistan Ministry of Education requires a two year teacher 
training college (TTC) after a potential teacher has passed the equivalent of 12th grade 
(Ministry of Education, 2011). Therefore, it is rather important to determine the number 
of future teachers required to enter the training base each year to support the increasing 
education demand. Of equal importance is discovering potential weaknesses in training 
capacity, and where these potential friction points exist. The issues cannot be remedied in 
the	short	run.	Therefore,	it	is	beneficial	to	use	insights	gained	through	modeling	to	inform	
policy decision.

The	following	modeling	technique	is	based	on	a	network	flow	mixed	integer	 linear	
program which has been successfully applied to a wide range of problems such as school 
facility decision (Greenleaf & Harrison, 1987), transportation network (Current & Marsh 
1993), generation expansion planning (Kim et al., 2011), energy management (Manfren, 
2012),	and	so	on.	Our	network	flow	integer	program	provides	insight	into	potential	weak-
nesses in the development of the future of teacher training.

We use Bombach’s individual demand approach to education forecasting where the 
potential supply of educated manpower is derived from the present and the expected future 
individual demand for education. The projection is based on the rate of growth and the age 
composition of population, the present structure of the educational system, the number 
of students already enrolled, the prevailing graduation rates and trends, and the possible 
changes	in	the	social	structure	of	inflow	into	education	(Bombach,	1965).	Supporting	this	
principle, the recent work of Marchant and Latenback explains “The growth in demand 
for teachers is determined by the growth in learner numbers and the post provisioning 
norm (PPN) or learner educator ratio (LER) that is applied institutionally. The demand 
for teacher replacement is determined by the in-service attrition rate, which can manifest 
as, for example, teachers retiring or seeking employment in other sectors” (Marchant & 
Lautenbach, 2011). 

The proposed model determines the number of teachers that should be in training 
across Afghanistan by province, grade, gender, and time. The change in requirements by 
year is based on an increasing demand for education due to population increase, desire, 
near spontaneous development, a dynamic LER, and parity across gender and social class. 
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The	model’s	primary	premise	is	that	of	a	balance	of	flow	(Bombach,	1965).	The	number	
of teachers you can have in any given year is dependent on the number you had the pre-
vious year, the number that stopped teaching (quitters, deaths, retirees), the number that 
completed training, and the number that were reassigned within elementary, middle, and 
high	school.	Unfortunately,	due	to	a	fledgling	current	teacher	base	and	limited	teacher	pro-
duction capability, meeting the desired student teacher ratio in every province is infeasible. 
Therefore, we develop an integer program with elastic constraints to allow for a feasible 
solution set.

DATA AND ASSUMPTIONS
The MOE uses the Educational Management Information System (EMIS) system to col-

lect a substantial amount of data regarding its teachers in order to provide transparency to 
the people of Afghanistan, as well as the international donor community. We feel this data, 
although	not	100%	accurate,	provide	enough	truth	to	allow	modeling.	Due	to	the	difficult	
situation in Afghanistan, we extended the current United Nations charter for 100% enroll-
ment in primary education by 2015 to 2025. The intent of the model is to provide insight 
at 2020. We therefore use truncation to mitigate end effects regarding this relatively short 
horizon (Grinold, 1983). The UNESCO Institute for Statistics (UIS) projections provided 
an	estimate	of	 the	number	of	additional	 teachers,	or	 inflow,	 required	 to	compensate	 for	
attrition rates in order to assess potential training needs. Therefore, based on the UIS data, 
three scenarios are based on different attrition rates: low (5%), medium (6.5%) and high 
(8%) (UNESCO, 2006). Due to disparity across Afghanistan, we assume the current annual 
salary for a teacher is $2000 US which we acknowledge as a gross approximation. Another 
assumption used in this analysis, which is easily permuted is that a 35 person classroom 
provides the optimal size, and is therefore the goal by 20252. Although relaxed in some 
urban areas, gender separation is a requirement in much of the country and the MOE is 
vying for gender parity. We therefore assume no cross gender education (except in TTC). 
Teachers that attend the two year Teacher Training College in a province will teach in that 
same province (we relax this later during the sensitivity analysis). UN population estimates 
for 2025 were used (United Nations, 2011)3. A suitable mathematical technique is a linear 
extrapolation of the population based on the futures of the ages and the current population 
proportion across provinces (Mehta, 2004). This method provides values relatively close to 
the MOE’s provided in the 2011 Ministry of Education Interim Plan.  

For this model, the population growth rate is determined using the UN population fore-
cast for Afghanistan each year and is assuming that 100% of primary aged school children 
and 80% of secondary aged school children will be enrolled by 2025. This assumption was 
proportionally decomposed across province, sub-age group, and gender. This provides a 
linear expectation for enrollment at each future year, accounting for the current education 
demand while anticipating the future demand.

2The current plan by the MOE is 35.6 person classrooms by 2015.
3This is an aggregate of all 34 provinces, so we used the ratio of the population by province in 2009 
from the LandScan 2009 Global Population Database (The NATO standard for assessment in Af-
ghanistan) and used linear forecasting to determine future enrollment based on the Enrollment Ratio 
Method, ‘which is calculated on the basis of past data, and is extrapolated into the future by applying 
a	suitable	mathematical	technique	or	a	specific	logic’	(Mehta,	2004).
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Model Explanation

The premise of the model is that of an employee hiring-training problem (Wagner, 
1975). The Afghan Ministry of Education must hire, train, and graduate enough teachers 
from TTC each year to meet the growing demand of education in Afghanistan. Due to a 
severe	shortage	of	female	teachers	and	academically	qualified	individuals	in	some	of	the	
more rural areas, these challenges of parity must be accounted for. Below we go into detail 
regarding the objective function and some of the important constraints.  

The objective function of the model is to minimize the total cost in dollars based on the 
annual salary of an Afghan teacher and the annual cost of training an Afghan teacher. Also, 
due to the infeasibility of meeting some of the constraints under variable conditions, elastic 
variables are used and the penalty is incorporated in the objective function. Although the 
objective function “drives” the model, we will soon show it is not the key premise to such 
a model.

Minimize ( ) ( ) ( )t t t
deg deg d

t d e g t d e g t d

c X f Y penalty slack+ +∑∑∑∑ ∑∑∑∑ ∑∑  
(5)

Here, Xt
deg is the decision variable representing the number of employed teachers in year t, 

province d, of gender e, and grade g. Yt
deg is the decision variable for the number of teach-

ers in training across year t, province d, of gender e, and grade g. Also, in the objective 
function, we introduce a penalty value which is multiplied by slackt

d. The slack variable is 
the repercussion of the elastic constraint. In the case of Afghanistan, as often the case, the 
current capacity (of the TTCs) cannot meet the demand in the out years. One issue with lin-
ear programming is its required feasibility. By introducing the slack we can provide some 
elasticity in our constraints; thus allowing the model to solve under penalty as opposed to 
solving infeasible.

To explain in more detail – we want to minimize the total of salary cost (c) and the 
training cost (f) each year while all provinces (d), genders (e), and grade levels (g); plus 
the penalty for not meeting the required capacity (slack) in each district. These values are 
all indexed over annual time steps (t). Table 1 shows an example of a notional solution set 
pertaining to the year 2012 in Province A, male teachers, across grades 1 through 5. The 
table includes the shortages in capacity – because in this model we only concern ourselves 
with shortages in districts annually (and not grade nor gender) the shortage is 2 for the 
entire province in the year 2012.
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Table 1. Notional data example.

Year Province Gender Grade Shortage in Training Capacity (Slack) Teachers Teachers in 
Training

2012 A Male 1 2 10 12

2 2 12 14

3 2 9 13

4 2 13 14

5 2 11 15

Table 1 also shows the number of teachers required in the province in that year as well as 
the number that need to be in training.  Given the cost of salary of c and the cost of training 
f,	for	example	the	first	row	of	the	table	would	cost	10c + 12(f )+ penalty(2). The entire cost 
for the table equals c(10+12+9+13+11) + f(12+14+13+14+15) + penalty(2) – please note 
this would be done across gender for all years. The goal of the model is to minimize this 
cost. However, the objective function alone is of no value. Using only the objective func-
tion, the easiest way to minimize this cost would be to have zero teachers. However, this is 
not a feasible solution. We therefore use constraints to mold the problem. If the objective 
function drives the problem, the constraints steer the solution into the realm of feasibility. 
We	propose	a	basic	balance	of	flow	model	for	both	its	simplicity	and	pragmatic	solution.	
For this particular model, the balance we must maintain is that the number of teachers 
working in a current year must be equal to the number of teachers from the previous year 
plus any additional teacher training college graduates, adjusting for teacher attrition. Using 
mathematical notation this becomes:

1 1 2=  , ,t t t t
deg deg deg deg

g g g g

X X P Y t d e− − −− + ∀∑ ∑ ∑ ∑   (6)

Fundamentally, equation (6) states that the number of teachers employed in the current year 
for each province, gender, and grade must equal the number of teachers employed last year 
in each province, gender, and grade accounting for P – those that were lost due to attrition 
of various sorts, and adding in the second year cohort graduates from TTC. As the model 
solves for all years from 2012 to 2025, Xt

deg can be determined for the entire set of years. A 
snap shot of equation (6) for the year 2015 would be:

2015 2014 2014 2013=  ,deg deg deg deg
g g g g

X X P Y d e− + ∀∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
  

(6a)

That is, the number of teachers employed in 2015 is equal to the teachers employed in 2014 
subtracting out the 2014 losses while adding in the graduating class of TTC students who 
began school in 2013. Using our previous chart as a starting point what we have is:
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Table 2. Notional data including losses.

Year Province Gender Grade Teachers
Teachers 
in Training 

2nd Year

Teachers 
in Training 

1st Year
Losses

2012 A Male 1 10 12 12 3

2 12 14 14 4

3 9 11 13 3

4 13 10 14 2

5 11 9 15 1

In order to meet the constraint of equation (6) we see that in 2013 the number of 1st grade 
male teachers in province A would be 19 (i.e., 10+12-3). Note that these values are all 
variables which the model itself solves for in order to minimize the overall cost. For this 
particular model, the requirement to keep working teachers in line with their previously 
assigned grade seemed over restrictive. We therefore reduce this constraint allowing teach-
ers to move across grades within their subset of primary, secondary, or post secondary 
education. The resultant requirement for primary school (grades 1-4) teachers in the year 
2013 would then be 79 (i.e., 10+12+9+13+12 +14+11+10-3-4-3-2). Relaxation of a con-
straint creates a larger solution space. For this particular model, the balance constraint (6), 
based on research, proved overly restrictive. The balance equation as presented states that 
first	grade	teacher	in	year	t	will	remain	as	first	grade	teacher	in	year	t+1. By relaxing this 
constraint from grade to education level, the model is permitted to shift teachers within 
primary, secondary, and post secondary education levels to meet requirements. 

The last constraint we explain in detail in this paper is the capacity constraint of the 
TTCs, which represents how many teacher candidate students can accommodate a teacher 
training college each year. It turns out that this is a dominant limiting factor in this model. 
In constraint (7) we introduce kd which represents the TTC capacity for the respective 
province. Another concept introduced in constraint (7) is that of ordinality. The function to 
the right of the inequality notation is similar to the equation used to determine the impacts 
of compound interest. Since the main difference is because we are interested in knowing 
each year’s required TTC capacity, we raise the growth formula by the index of each year. 
For example, as the model begins in 2011, the set {2011, 2012, 2013} has ordinal values 
{1, 2, 3}. This allows the TTC capacity to grow by 10% compounded annually. This is a bit 
lower	than	the	MOE	goal	for	the	next	three	years,	but	is	an	adequate	fit	for	the	out	years.	
Additionally, we use a slack variable to account for a lack of capacity, providing elasticity 
and allowing the model to handle infeasibility. That is, this slack variable accounts for the 
additional required capacity in the province’s training base. This capacity corresponds to 
the required number of training positions in TTC for the respective province beyond that 
of	current	or	forecasted	capacity.	This	constraint	can	as	easily	model	supply	of	qualified	
personnel for teachers as it does capacity of the training ground.

1 ( )(1 0.1)  ,t t ordinality t t
deg deg d d

e g e g

Y Y k slack t d−+ ≤ + + ∀∑∑ ∑∑                       
 (7)
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Additionally, we account for the learner educator ratio (LER) as emphasized by Marchant 
and Lautenbach (2011). This constraint established a goal of 35 students to one teacher 
by 2025. As many provinces are far from meeting this goal, we established a linear glide 
path beginning in 2012 with the current provincial LER, thus establishing annual goals 
(which the model must meet) along the path to 2025. Once again, we can use the concept 
of ordinality to help establish the slope of the linear path. We will later discuss the trouble 
in making the gross assumption of linearity. Another important constraint is that of non 
negativity. Because it is infeasible to have negative teachers in training or in classrooms, it 
is	important	to	define	such	constraints	to	prevent	the	model	from	“cheating”	and	exploiting	
potential solutions sets with negative variables. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on current production estimates, reaching the goal of having at least 35 students 

in each classroom in the next thirteen years at the prescribed growth rate is infeasible in 
eleven of the provinces. However, the model provides enlightening insights into the re-
quirements and information on why the infeasibility exists. With a goal of converging from 
current classroom sizes to 35-student classrooms by 2025, and a growth rate of teacher 
training capacity of 10% compounded annually with a loss of at least 6.5% for each gender 
respectively, there is a requirement to hire and train approximately 212,000 male teachers 
and 223,000 female teachers for a total of about 435,000 teachers over the next 12 years. 
On the average, this would cost approximately 500 million U.S. dollars a year in teach-
ers’ salaries alone (approximately 9% of Afghanistan’s 2009 total international aid (Poole, 
2011) and 30% of its 2010 annual revenues (CIA, 2012). In order to grow the teaching 
force to the required size while accounting for planned losses, the current production based 
on the 10% growth will fall short by approximately 125,000 teachers in 11 of 34 provinces 
and Kabul City. Table 3 shows the breakdown of the Afghan provinces which will be short 
of teachers in at least one year from 2013 to 2023. 

Table 3. Two groups of Afghan provinces lacking required capacity.

No Additional Capacity Required Additional Capacity Required

Badakhshan, Baghlan, Balkh, Bamyan, Farah, 
Faryab, Ghazni, Ghor, Hirat, Jawzjan, Kaprisa, 
Khost, Kunar, Kunduz, Laghman, Nangahar, 
Nimroz, Nuristan, Panjshir, Parwan, Samangan, 
Takhar, Wardak 

Daikundi, Hilmand, Herat, Badghis, Kabul City, 
Kabul, Kandahar, Paktia, Paktika, SariPul, 
Uruzgan, Zabul 

Figure 1 shows the required employment of teachers across the education levels to 
meet the 2025 education requirements in a stacked bar chart, while overlying the break-
down of this expectation by gender. We see that the initial focus will be amongst primary 
school teachers as the younger student population continues to grow at newly found rates; 
however, by 2020, we begin to see an increased growth of demands for secondary educa-
tion, and by 2023 the upper secondary education growth rate becomes exceptional, over-
coming that of the primary grades.
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Figure 1. Required Teachers by Grade Level & Gender in Afghanistan to meet 35:1 LER in 2025

As	of	2010,	245	out	of	412	urban	and	rural	districts	did	not	have	a	single	qualified	fe-
male teacher – illustrating the gender disparity regarding teachers (Ayobi, 2012). However, 
the population of students is growing to parity amongst genders (Ministry of Education, 
2011). We found that in the year 2020, the rate at which the model graduates and employs 
female teachers increases substantially above that of the men. The lines in Figure 2 show 
the required convergence assuming that females must be taught by females. This is both 
based on the requirement for female teachers to teach females and the growing population 
of female students. Although this growth is infeasible due to capacity restrictions, it is a 
basis to determine the required growth in female teachers. It is likely infeasible for all 
provinces to provide this many 12th grade graduate females by 2025. Based on this graph, 
Afghanistan can expect to need a tremendous number of female teachers with an emphasis 
of growth on secondary and post secondary education in the future.  Although beyond the 
scope of this research, this lends itself to implications regarding tertiary education demands 
as well.
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 Figure 2.  Overage required to meet the Model Demand for Teachers by 2025.

       
Referring back to Table 3, it became of interest to use the model to conduct further 

analysis into the provinces which lack the required capacity to meet the demand. Figure 
2 shows the eight provinces with the greatest shortage in TTC capacity. Immediately, we 
notice that Kandahar, Zabul, and Kabul are consistently suffering from lack of capacity. 
Of note, most of the distressed provinces display a rather stable growth in the required 
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training capacity past 2014 with the exception of Paktika. This is brought to attention in 
Figure	2	by	displaying	a	two	year	moving	average	filter	across	Zabul	and	Paktika.	Zabul,	
which is similar to the other provinces, display the smooth trend which is almost linear in 
nature. However, we see a sharp growth in Paktika during the year 2022. Further investiga-
tion reveals that Paktika’s overage and required growth in the 2022 to 2023 time frame is 
dependent on the current and excessively high female learner to educator ratio. Because of 
this, as the model moves to close this gap over the 12 year time span, it is at a 70:1 ratio in 
2024 and moves to a 35:1 in 2025. Therefore, it must double the number of female teachers 
in the province. This highlights an important point – the provinces are different, and it is 
going to take individual policies to grow the teacher population accordingly. In the case of 
Paktika, a linear growth rate is not preferred, and a greater rate of growth up front would 
be	beneficial.		Clearly,	when	modeling	at	a	rather	low	resolution,	assumptions	can	be	very	
impactful and must be explained to the decision maker.

Because the model accounts for region and gender, we are able to glean insights into 
the	gender	disparity	in	those	provinces	that	display	some	of	the	greatest	difficulty	in	meet-
ing the requirements. For example, nine provinces display substantial disparity in the hir-
ing of females in the early years to compensate for their current disproportion. However, in 
the mid years, the model reaches equilibrium in hiring only to surge growth regarding fe-
male	teachers	in	2022.	This	correlates	to	what	was	seen	in	Figure	1,	regarding	a	significant	
growth of upper secondary demand. For example, in 2023, the model hires approximately 
2,700 female teachers for upper secondary in Nangahar. This accounts for 58% of all hires 
for Nangahar in 2023. Although this can be gleaned by conducting data analysis, we feel 
this is a successful instance where optimization can provide insights parsimoniously. The 
bottom line seems glaringly obvious, there is a lack of capacity to which there is likely 
no simple answer, and this can cause disparity in education throughout the country unless 
other techniques for training and hiring teachers are used. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
One	benefit	of	using	a	somewhat	simple	model	which	solves	quickly	is	its	flexibility	

allowing further exploration of the problem. In conducting sensitivity analysis, we delve 
into both the model’s susceptibility to the assumptions as well as its ability to explore 
policy implications. For example, the infeasibility of meeting demand requirements for 
teachers in almost half of the provinces in Afghanistan resulted in a requirement for further 
investigation into the modeling assumptions as well as potential changes in the teacher 
training	system	which	might	provide	significant	impacts	to	the	production	of	teachers.	This	
sensitivity analysis includes investigating the effects of changing TTC from two years to 
one year, relaxing the geographic restrictions on teacher training to hiring, and stochasti-
cally varying the assumptions regarding teacher losses.

As previously mentioned, an important aspect of the Afghan educational policy is the 
actual teacher training program. An alternative policy option, if human capacity and in-
frastructure cannot support additional TTC capacity, is the trade of time for training seats. 
We, therefore, felt it worthwhile to investigate the impacts if the two year TTC mandate 
is changed to a one year program. Not surprisingly, the results show a dramatic impact 
in teacher training growth. A one year program allows 30 of the 34 provinces to provide 
enough teachers to meet the demand. Kabul City, Kandahar, Uruzgan, and Zabul still fall 
well short of the required demand when using the one year program. Not only does the 
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number of provinces which do not meet the capacity substantially decrease, but we also 
see a substantial decrease (about 50%) in the overage required to grow the required teach-
er force across the nation. Time can be traded for capacity, and this trade can be of great 
assistance. What is surprising with this excursion is that the one year program will allow 
Helmand,	one	of	the	more	notorious	provinces,	to	maintain	the	required	field	of	teachers.	
Although	there	are	a	limited	number	of	people	qualified	to	attend	TTC,	it	is	possible	that	
this course of action is viable to support the immediate growth needed throughout Afghan-
istan or at least be of a greater assistance in the selected provinces.

The current model is limited in that if a teacher candidate attends TTC in a province, 
he or she must teach in that same province. Although there are national incentive programs 
to encourage the dispersion of teachers, it appears that this is the current state in Afghan-
istan. However, as security in the country improves, freedom of movement should follow 
(Dressler, 2011), and we should expect teachers to move across provinces. The resulting 
set of excursions relaxes the geographic constraint from provincial to regional using the 
NATO regional command areas. This was used under the assumption that NATO had con-
ducted research into the geographic regions of the country and the resultant spatially based 
regional commands are accurate depictions of potential state relations (US Department of 
Defense, 2011). This relaxation is visually depicted in Figure 3 which shows all 34 Afghan 
provinces which was the original constraint. The color coding on the map aggregates the 
provinces	into	five	grouping.	

Figure 3. NATO Afghanistan Regional Commands (Source: ISAF, 2012).

By allowing the transfer of teachers from TTC to any provinces within the respective 
region, we found the provincial constraint rather binding, and its relaxation is effective. 
The relaxed model results in only seven of the provinces failing to meet the constraint 
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versus the 11 from earlier. We also found that the number of teachers required decreases 
by 33% across the entire country. Of importance are the continued troubles in Kandahar 
and Helmand provinces. Not surprisingly, we found that the South, Southwest, and West 
Regional Commands cannot meet the required demand. This is a common trend and is a 
dangerous disparity within Afghanistan. The rural areas do not have the capability to pro-
duce the required number of teachers. Notably, these are the least educated regions with 
much of the instability. Incentives to travel and the freedom of teachers being trained and 
working	in	different	provinces	do	provide	significant	improvement.	However,	it	still	will	
not completely solve the disparity in the rural parts of Afghanistan – some of which are of 
the greatest concern for the country’s stability and security. Because this is initial research 
for a large scale simulation, it is beyond the scope to determine the exact provinces that 
should be supportive of interprovincial blending amongst teachers, but clearly, it pays tre-
mendous	benefits.

Clearly, the futures regarding education in Afghanistan exhibit intrinsically non-de-
terministic behavior. Therefore, we created a probabilistic version of the model to attempt 
to account for uncertainty and simulate heightened disruption or retention success across 
provinces, genders, and time. This was done using a random normal distribution to de-
termine teacher losses. The purpose of the analysis was to determine potential interesting 
points of friction and the likeliness of friction within a province. Using a normal distribu-
tion with a mean of 6.5% losses annually, and the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles being approx-
imately 5% and 8%, respectively, we ran 100 repetitions – each with a different annual 
rate of teacher loss. The results showed that the system is not overly sensitive to teacher 
retention,	yet	the	changes	in	teacher	retention	are	not	without	influence.	No	new	provinces	
are added to the initial set of provinces lacking required capacity. However, when losses 
are at the lower end of the spectrum, Paktia and SariPul fall off the list of provinces with 
inadequate training capacities (28% and 38% of the respective runs). We also found Bag-
dhis and Daikundi to be the provinces most sensitive to teacher retention with differences 
of 28% and 20% in the maximum and minimum capacity requirement. It appears that there 
is something to be gained by a successful teacher retention program. Table 4 summarizes 
the	results	of	the	stochastic	runs	for	the	four	most	influenced	provinces	for	the	years	2012,	
2013 and 2023 as the other years display nominal requirements. 

Table 4. Results of 100 excursions accounting for uncertainty.

Province
2013 2014 2023

Min Mean Max Min Mean Max Min Mean Max

Badghis 67 110 157 0 14 42 345 385 430

Dakundi 298 393 459 117 167 197 213 297 377

Paktia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 81 200

SariPul 0 30 92 0 0 0 0 0 0

These four provinces are close to meeting the required capacity due to changing retention 
rates. According to the results, SariPul is under capacity by nearly 100 teachers in 2013 
when retention is poor, but when retention is high, it is capable of meeting the demand. 
Badghis displays similar results in 2013 and is rather sensitive to retention potentials. 
Further	stochastic	exploration	can	provide	significant	 insights	 regarding	exogenous	cir-
cumstances such as security and funding.
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a time phased manpower linear programming model as a decision 

tool which should be exploited by educational planners. The intent was to not only pro-
vide insights into a large, messy problem which has the international community’s atten-
tion, but to clarify and emphasize linear programming as it pertains to manpower planning 
within the educational planning community.  The Afghanistan case study was done with 
minimum manpower and using open source data which can be found on the Afghanistan 
Ministry of Education Website. The model employed a mixed integer linear programming 
premised	on	the	balance	of	flow	to	show	provincial	difficulties	in	meeting	the	demand	for	
the quickly growing Afghan education system. Simultaneously, using elastic constraints, 
stochastic optimization, and a researched understanding of the problem provides insightful 
futures in analysis regarding a rather unknown environment. We have been able to isolate 
those provinces in Afghanistan which are critically short either teachers or training ca-
pacity and clearly demonstrate the severity. Additionally, the techniques provide insights 
into potential solutions and their impacts, shortening the requirement for TTC, relaxing 
geographic constraints regarding the relationship between TTC and actual employment, or 
ensuring the adequate retention of teachers. Although we provide a rather limited model in 
this study, the growth of such a model is only limited by the creativity of the educational 
planner and his or her understanding of management science. The appropriate marriage of 
the Operations Research techniques and the education planning can irrefutably result in 
improved courses of actions and inferences which our policy makers require in complex 
and resource-constrained environments.  
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University Planning: A Conceptual Challenge

Ronald A. Lindahl

ABSTRACT
Most authorities on educational planning and change recognize that each situa-

tion is somewhat unique and that in complex organizations, like universities, a blend of 
approaches is necessary. Following the premise of the need for universities to approach 
planning	 from	multiple	 perspectives,	 the	purpose	of	 this	 paper	 is	 to	 briefly	 explore	 the	
unique	nature	of	universities	and	how	this	helps	to	define	the	considerations	that	must	be	
taken into account when deciding which planning approaches should be used.

To accomplish this purpose, two primary frameworks are blended: Birnbaum’s 
classic text on the characteristics of universities and Bolman and Deal’s four frames for 
analyzing organizations (structural, human resource, political, and cultural). Against this 
backdrop, various approaches to educational planning are examined, e.g., incremental, 
bounded rational, comprehensive rational, mixed scanning, and developmental, to discern 
the situations and conditions under which they are appropriate for university planning. The 
overall conclusion is that due to the complexity of university characteristics and the need to 
examine the university’s needs and conditions through each of the four frames, university 
planners must be well versed in all approaches in order to select the one(s) most appropri-
ate for a particular planning endeavor.

INTRODUCTION
Some authors, especially those whose work is based on the strategic planning 

model (Bryson, 2011; Cook, 1990), seem to advocate that their approach, with minor mod-
ifications,	is	applicable	almost	universally.	However,	most	authorities	on	educational	plan-
ning and change recognize that each situation is somewhat unique and that in complex or-
ganizations, like universities, a blend of approaches is necessary (Kezar, 2001). Following 
the premise of the need for universities to approach planning from multiple perspectives, 
the	purpose	of	this	paper	is	to	briefly	explore	the	unique	nature	of	universities	and	how	this	
helps	to	define	the	considerations	that	must	be	taken	into	account	when	deciding	which	
planning approaches should be used.

CHARACTERISTICS OF UNIVERSITIES
Birnbaum’s (1991), How Colleges Work: The Cybernetics of Academic Organiza-

tions and Leadership,	is	generally	recognized	as	the	classic	test	defining	the	characteristics	
of universities. In that text, Birnbaum discussed both characteristics of universities in gen-
eral and how universities each have their own unique characteristics. Birnbaum conceptu-
alized universities through the general systems model and cautioned that their character-
istics should not be considered individually, but rather as they interact to form the identity 
of that university. Various of Birnbaum’s characteristics are examined in this paper in an 
effort to discern their implications for university planning.
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Framing Planning
Just as Birnbaum’s text is considered the classic work on the characteristics of 

universities, Bolman and Deal’s (2008) text is the most cited regarding lenses for analyz-
ing educational organizations. These authors advocated examining organizations through 
four frames: structural, human resource, political, and cultural. These were derived, re-
spectively: from the work of rational systems theorists, who focused on organizational 
goals, roles, technologies, and structures; from the work of human resource theorists, who 
examined	the	fit	between	people	and	the	organization;	from	the	work	of	political	theorists,	
who	looked	at	issues	of	power,	conflict,	and	the	distribution	of	scarce	resources;	and	from	
the work of symbolic theorists, who focused on the organizational culture. Bolman and 
Deal advocated that all organizational analyses, including educational planning, should 
consider all four frames in deciding a course of action. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship 
between Birnbaum’s characteristics of universities and Bolman and Deal’s four frames. It 
is through this combined framework that the conceptual challenges of university planning 
will be examined.

UNIVERSITY PLANNING
Change occurs in universities in two major ways, planned and unplanned; this dis-

cussion is delimited to planned change. As Wheatley (1999) noted, all organizations move 
toward chaos in ways they do not fully understand, one form of evolutionary change. Only 
when the threat of chaos becomes compelling do most organizations leave their preferred 
comfort state of homeostasis (Burke, 2010; Weick, 2000, 2009) and re-organize – which 
may include planned change. There are two major forms of change: teleological and evo-
lutionary (Kezar, 2001). Teleological change refers to sporadic, episodic planned change, 
whereas evolutionary change is adaptive, on-going change, where distinct planning epi-
sodes are less detectable.

Planning Approaches for the Two Forms of Change
Certain planning approaches lend well to teleological change. Prime among these 

are the comprehensive rational approach (Benveniste, 1991; Brieve, Johnston, & Young, 
1958; Kaufman, 1972; Sergiovanni, Burlingame, Coombs, & Thurston, 1980; Simon, 
1955, 1957) and the bounded rational approach (March & Simon, 1959; Simon, 1982; 
1997). Within these, a popular planning model for universities is the strategic planning 
model (Beach & Lindahl, 2004; Bryson, 2011; Cook, 1990; Mintzberg, 1994). All call for 
the discernment of goals and the selection of an optimal or perhaps a satisficing (March 
& Simon), alternative solution as to how to achieve those goals. The difference between 
comprehensive and bounded rationalism is that in the comprehensive approach, planners 
strive to fully understand the environment and the university and seek to identify, and se-
lect from, a maximum variety of solutions. The bounded rational approach assumes that the 
university	does	not	have	sufficient	time,	resources,	or	ability	to	conduct	a	truly	comprehen-
sive planning process and that it is not possible to know with certainty the consequences 
of selecting each alternative. Instead, the planning process focuses on a more limited set of 
core	issues,	conditions,	and	alternatives	that	lie	within	the	realm	of	feasibility	and	satisfice	
by electing a reasonably effective plan rather than holding out for an optimal plan.
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Structural Frame Human Resource Frame

Interdependent Organizations Employee Commitment and 
Tenure

Relatively Independent of the    
Environment
Goal Ambiguity

Cosmopolitans and Locals
Highly Educated Professional 
Staff, Less Educated Support 
Staff

Loosely Coupled System

Organized Anarchical Decision 
Making
Paucity	and	Inflexibility	of	Re-
sources
Clarity of Vision and Mission

Political Frame Cultural Frame

Institutional Status, Image, and 
Success
Uncertainty	and	Conflict	in	Gov-
ernance Roles

Unique Culture of the Academy
Low Accountability

Multiple Power and Authority 
Structures

Values Driven

Shared Governance Professor versus Administrator 
Values

Figure 1. Conceptual framework, based on the work of Bolman and Deal, and Birnbaum.

 Other planning approaches lend themselves to evolutionary change. Prime among 
these are the incremental planning approach (Lindblom, 1959) and the developmental, or 
goal-free planning approach (Clark, 1981; Clark, Lotto, & Astuto, 1989; Senge, 1990). The 
incremental approach uses a relatively limited amount of information in identifying a goal 
and calls for ongoing, small advances toward that goal. It offers the advantage of calling for 
individuals to make only relatively minor, but ongoing, changes in behaviors and values.
 A related, but distinct, planning approach, developmental or goal-free planning, 
is also well suited to evolutionary change. In this approach, planners identify directions, 
or thrusts, in which they would like the university to move. These are broader and less 
specific	than	traditional	goals.	Then,	the	individuals	within	the	organization	are	challenged	
and guided to determine how they, personally or in units, can help the university move in 
the agreed-upon direction. For example, if a university determined that it wants to increase 
undergraduate student retention, how can faculty members contribute to that? How can the 
Registrar?	How	can	financial	aid	conselors?	How	can	residence	hall	staff?	Each	contributes	
in their own unique way.
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 Etzioni (1967) recognized that organizations need to have, and employ, a varied 
repertoire of planning approaches at any given time. There are needs that require teleo-
logical change, whereas others are better served through evolutionary change. Therefore, 
Etzioni introduced the mixed scanning approach to planning. In this approach, evolutionary 
change would be addressed by incremental planning, while at the same time teleologi-
cal changes would be addressed through a rational planning approach, comprehensive or 
bounded.
If most university faculty and administrators were asked what type of planning occurs on 
their campus, the overwhelming reply would be strategic planning, a form of teleological 
planning. However, this would likely be deceiving. Faculty and administrators generally 
know about the university’s strategic plan because it has been given extensive public rec-
ognition, is prominent on the university’s web site, and is used to satisfy accrediting agency 
requirements.	Departments	and	administrative	offices	are	often	required	to	develop	similar	
teleological plans that link to the university strategic plan. Similarly, if the university plans 
a major expansion of its facilities, a similar teleological plan is developed and disseminated.
 However, most university faculty and administrators are unaware of the other ma-
jor approaches to educational planning and of their prevalence on university campuses. 
Universities	definitely	 take	 a	mixed	 scanning	 approach	 to	 their	 planning.	 In	 addition	 to	
teleological strategic and facilities plans, budgets are largely planned incrementally, as are 
staffing	plans.	Adding	an	estimated	inflationary	percentage	to	budgets	for	utilities,	supplies,	
health care insurance, etc. is by far the most common practice among universities; very few 
use more teleological budget planning processes like zero-based budgeting.
 Moreover, relatively few faculty and administrators are acquainted with evolu-
tionary planning approaches such as developmental or goal-free planning, yet this is the 
most common form of planning at the department or program level. Programs and depart-
ments form shared visions and missions but seldom dictate what each faculty member must 
do to contribute to their attainment. Faculty have, and exercise, considerable freedom in 
determining how (and even to what extent once they have become tenured) to best contrib-
ute to the vision and mission of the program or department.
 The purpose of this article is to explore the complexity of university planning 
processes, examine some of the variables that help to determine which planning process(es) 
may	be	most	appropriate	under	specific	circumstances,	and	to	counterbalance	the	myth	that	
strategic planning is universally accepted as best practice.

UNIVERSITY PLANNING VIEWED THROUGH THE STRUCTURAL FRAME
 In looking at university planning from the structural frame, certain university 
characteristics assume key roles. First is the fact that universities are interdependent orga-
nizations. This forces the planner to look beyond the university to those other organizations 
in its environment that directly or indirectly shape what happens within the university. For 
example, what are the standards of the accrediting agencies that govern the university or 
specific	programs	within	 it?	What	are	 the	governmental	regulations	 that	determine	what	
the university must or cannot do? What are the standards of the various professional orga-
nizations that faculty members belong to in their respective disciplines? Such an analysis 
requires a teleological form of planning.
 In regard to the general characteristic of universities being relatively independent 
of the environment (Birnbaum, 1991), planners must take careful measure of the extent to 
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which this is true of their university. For many public universities, this is indeed the case. 
Surely,	shifts	 in	public	demand	for	specific	programs	may	occasion	 the	development	of	
new	programs	and	the	possible	decline	of	others,	but	this	is	essentially	adaptive,	first-or-
der change (Argyris, 1994) and requires only minor teleological planning. However, other 
universities	may	be	far	more	dependent	on	the	environment,	e.g.,	on-line,	for-profit	univer-
sities that survive through competitive, aggressive matching of resources and offerings to 
current demands.
 Goal ambiguity is another characteristic of university culture. Birnbaum (1991, 
p. 155) cited the example of the goal of preparing students who are “liberally educated” 
and	noted	the	wide	variations	of	definitions	of	what	this	means,	making	it	difficult,	if	not	
impossible,	to	establish	firm	targets	around	this	goal.		Birnbaum	added	that	university	goals	
often arise from actions rather than actions arising from planned goals. Goals are more a 
loose	collection	of	ideas	than	firm	targets.	Again,	this	makes	teleological	planning	difficult	
and lends itself more to evolutionary planning.
	 Birnbaum	(1991)	defined	universities	as	loosely	coupled	systems	(Morgan,	2006;	
Weick, 2000, 2009). However, they may more accurately be described as having simul-
taneous loose-tight properties (Peters & Waterman, 1982). Loosely coupled systems are 
largely uncoordinated and have high degrees of specialization within their units, whereas 
tightly coupled systems are far more centralized and less differentiated. Organizations with 
simultaneous loose-tight properties combine these two modes of operation. For example, 
the administrative side of most universities tends to be far tighter than the loosely coupled 
academic side. On the administrative side, there tends to be a high degree of centralized, 
bureaucratic control. Among academic units, there is often very limited communication 
or control, even within the same department or college. This dichotomy requires careful 
attention on the part of university planners. It is much easier to accomplish evolutionary 
change in the loosely coupled academic side of the university, as one program might elect 
to change as its national standards change, yet this would not require any changes in neigh-
boring units. Because of the tightly coupled systems of the administrative side of univer-
sities, planning must be more teleological, as the implications of planned change must be 
considered for all units and processes.
 Birnbaum (1991) discussed university decision making as an organized anarchy, 
in which instructors decide what to teach, students decide what to learn, and legislators and 
donors decide what to support. Neither coordination nor control are exercised and resourc-
es	are	allocated	without	specific	reference	to	goals	(p.	153).	Birnbaum	further	characterized	
universities as having unclear goals, unclear technology (e.g., Why are some lectures effec-
tive and others not? Is small group work more effective than lectures or laboratory activi-
ties?	In	which	subjects?),	and	fluid	participation	(e.g.,	committee	membership	changing	or	
partial attendance at meetings). These characteristics clearly favor evolutionary planning 
processes, as all would mitigate against the success of teleological processes.
	 A	further	characteristic	attributed	to	universities	is	a	paucity	and	an	inflexibility	of	
resources. The personnel component of universities represents a huge, immutable portion 
of	their	usually	meager	budgets.	This,	along	with	fixed	costs	such	as	utilities,	leaves	very	
little discretionary funding available for new projects, a factor that suggests that evolu-
tionary planning will have a better chance of success than its teleological counterpart, for 
teleological planning tends to require greater up-front funding.
 Closely aligned to this characteristic is Birnbaum’s (1991) characterization of 
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universities as engaging in organized anarchical decision-making, which has also been 
referred to as a garbage can model of decision making (Cohen & March, 1974; Cohen, 
March, & Olsen, 1972). This comes about because of ambiguity in universities, ambiguity 
of power and authority (Kezar, 2001). Planners must discern whether academic units have 
sufficient	power	and	authority	 to	 implement	planned	changes	or	whether	 those	changes	
require external authority, e.g., the Provost, the Board, the state regulatory body, or the 
regional accrediting agency. Beyond that, who has the power and authority to fund the 
planned changes?
	 Within	the	structural	frame,	the	vision	and	mission	of	the	university	is	the	final,	
and perhaps most important, characteristic that planners must consider. Most teleological 
planning models begin the process by comparing the changes under consideration with the 
university’s vision and mission. Unless there is strong congruity, those alternatives that do 
not align well are immediately dropped from consideration. Even in more developmental 
or adaptive planning models, universities are not likely to evolve in directions contrary to 
the mission and vision of the university. However, although virtually all universities have 
published vision and mission statements, many are so formulaic as to be meaningless. Cer-
tainly, not all employees of a university may share the same vision or mission, regardless 
of what is published. For example, this author works at an Historically Black University in 
the Southeast. Until the past several decades, its mission and vision were fairly well clear 
and shared by all. It provided education to bright Black students who were denied access 
to predominately White universities. Its primary focus was on teacher education, as it was 
consistently one of the top providers of Black educators in the nation. Recently, however, 
bright Black students are welcomed, and often given scholarships, in White universities. 
Consequently,	 the	pool	of	highly	qualified	Black	students	 is	dispersed,	perhaps	causing	
entrance standards at this university to be lower in an effort to maintain enrollment. This 
Historically Black University is under pressure to attract both White and Black students; 
to do this, it implemented a series of highly visible, highly attractive graduate programs in 
areas like forensics, micro-biology, orthotics, and physical and occupational therapy, shift-
ing some of the focus from teacher preparation. Needless to say, this has wreaked havoc on 
shared understanding of mission and vision.

UNIVERSITY PLANNING VIEWED THROUGH
THE HUMAN RESOURCE FRAME

 Universities are somewhat unusual organizations because of the tenure process. 
Once tenured, usually after six years in higher education, faculty members have tremen-
dous job security. Anything short of committing an egregious act or the complete shutdown 
of a program, tenured faculty members have the expectation of perpetual employment in 
that university, if they so choose. This characteristic favors evolutionary planning, as the 
university	does	not	have	great	influence	to	force	tenured	faculty	members	into	major	tele-
ological changes.
 Birnbaum (1991) noted that there are two major mindsets among university fac-
ulty – cosmopolitans and locals (Gouldner, 1957). Cosmopolitans tend to use their wider 
profession	as	their	primary	frame	of	reference,	whereas	locals	tend	to	view	their	specific	
university as their frame of reference. In terms of planning, locals tend to resist change 
more ardently, suggesting a need for evolutionary planning. Cosmopolitans, on the other 
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hand, are more open to sweeping new ideas from the wider profession and might readily 
see the need for teleological planning and deeper changes. However, as both types co-exist 
within most universities, this increases the dilemma of selecting a planning approach.
 Similarly, a characteristic of universities is the noted differences in education lev-
els	between	faculty,	most	of	whom	have	terminal	degrees	in	their	field,	and	support	staff,	
who typically have lower education levels (and lower salaries). This schism suggests that 
developmental or goal-free planning may be appropriate, as each individual contributes 
in his or her own way rather than having formal goals set for the university as a whole, as 
would be more the case in teleological planning.

UNIVERSITY PLANNING VIEWED THROUGH THE POLITICAL FRAME
 Institutional status is a key characteristic of universities, and one that must be 
considered	in	planning.	There	are	a	multitude	of	factors	that	influence	status,	image,	and	
success.	Is	the	institution	a	flagship,	Research	Intensive	university?	If	it	is	a	small	liberal	
arts university, has it attained a reputation for exclusivity and excellence? Is it a directional 
university,	meaning	a	regional	state	university	whose	status	is	inferior	to	the	state’s	flag-
ship(s)? Is the university a major recipient of federal grants? Does the university have a law 
school or medical schools? The higher status and more success a university has, the more 
likely it can attempt large-scale teleological changes, e.g., allowing the entire world free 
access to all on-line courses and materials, as is happening at some of America’s premier 
universities.
	 Birnbaum	(1991)	characterized	universities	as	having	uncertainty	and	conflict	in	
governance roles and multiple power and authority structures. At most universities, the 
faculty feel that they participate in collective governance, especially over academic issues. 
However, most major academic issues must receive administrative approval, e.g., the Pro-
vost, the President, or even the Board. Faculty may plan and approve curricular initiatives, 
but funding rests in hands of administrators. In unionized universities, governance may 
be	highly	conflictive	and	very	much	governed	by	the	signed	union	contract.	Determining	
where governance truly lies on each issue is a crucial, early step in any university planning 
process, but more so in teleological processes.
Similarly, shared governance is a characteristic somewhat unique to universities. Virtually 
all universities have a Faculty Senate, where shared governance is institutionalized. Many 
Faculty	Senates	are	quite	powerful,	including	the	ability	to	influence	the	removal	of	a	Pres-
ident	through	votes	of	no	confidence.	Others	are	far	less	effective	due	to	a	powerful	central	
administration or board. At college, department, and program levels, shared governance is 
a norm at most universities, although at some universities it is only partial, as power differ-
entials among faculty members (e.g., prestige, rank, and tenure) come into prominent play. 
The more shared governance, the more likely developmental or goal-free planning can lead 
to the desired ends. Less shared governance and more hierarchical governance structures 
lend themselves more to teleological planning.

UNIVERSITY PLANNING VIEWED THROUGH THE CULTURAL FRAME
	 The	final	frame	of	Bolman	and	Deal’s	(2008)	model	is	the	cultural	frame.	As	the	
culture	of	universities	often	differs	significantly	from	other	organizations,	it	is	important	to	
examine	those	characteristics	of	universities	identified	by	Birnbaum	(1991)	that	relate	to	
university culture.
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	 The	first	of	these	characteristics	is	the	overall	culture	of	the	academy;	once	again,	
however, it is essential to understand that although universities may share some general 
cultural similarities, each has a unique culture that must be understood for effective plan-
ning to occur. Some universities have very strong cultures, yet others have weaker, more 
fragmented cultures. Birnbaum (1991) noted that universities exist within a hierarchical 
system. Consequently, their cultures are affected by the cultures of the national education 
system, the culture of the academic profession, the cultures of the various disciplines, the 
cultures of the peer system of comparable institutions, etc. (p. 73). Each university has its 
own myths, stories, legends, and symbols (p. 74). All must be taken into account, especial-
ly in teleological planning. In evolutionary planning, changes are planned to be incremen-
tal or developmental; consequently, it is less likely that they will pose a serious threat to the 
university culture.
One general aspect of university culture is that they have low accountability. For many 
majors, there are no state or national examinations that would allow comparisons across 
universities. Graduation rates are generally only posted for athletes. Because entrance re-
quirements	vary	greatly	among	universities,	it	is	very	difficult,	if	not	impossible,	to	com-
pare	the	effectiveness	of	their	education	processes.	This	cultural	facet	makes	it	difficult	to	
set certain goals, necessary in teleological planning and lends itself more to setting general 
directions, as in evolutionary planning. 
 Finally, university cultures tend to be values driven. As Birnbaum (1991, p. 55) 
stated, “A goal is a value premise – a statement of what ‘should’ be that is meant to help 
guide decisions.” However, there are many value premises in a university, some expressed, 
some	latent,	some	widely	held,	others	less	so.	Some	are	conflicting,	which	prevents	goal	
optimization. It is quite common that administrators may have competing values with those 
of faculty members. Faculty often clamor for smaller class sizes, especially at the under-
graduate level where hundreds of students may be placed in a single class. Administrators, 
on the other hand, welcome the cost savings of larger classes. This cultural characteristic, 
too, favors evolutionary planning over teleological planning. If teleological planning is 
used,	the	bounded	rational	approach	would	be	proper,	in	that	it	allows	for	the	satisficing	of	
goals within the competing values of the university’s culture.

CONCLUSIONS
 Clearly, because universities have so many unique characteristics, there is no sin-
gle approach to planning that would be a panacea. Instead, as Etzioni (1967) posited, a 
blend of evolutionary and teleological planning approaches must be utilized. In order to 
determine which to use in any given circumstance, planners must examine the university 
through all four frames of Bolman and Deal’s (2008) model. They must look at the key 
characteristics of that university and forecast how they might interact among themselves 
and with the planning process. Truly, university planning is a conceptual challenge! Figure 
2 below provides a visual representation of these relationships and complexity.
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University Characteristic Primary
Frame

Probable Planning 
Approach

High Interdependence with Accrediting Agencies, Professional
Standards, and Governmental Regulations

Structural Teleological

Low Interdependence with Accrediting Agencies, Professional
Standards, and Governmental Regulations

Structural Evolutionary

High Independence from the Environment Structural Teleological

Low Independence from the Environment Structural Evolutionary or  
Mixed Scanning

High Goal Ambiguity Structural Evolutionary

Low Goal Ambiguity Structural Teleological

Loosely Coupled Structural Evolutionary

Tightly Coupled Structural Teleological

Organized Anarchy Structural Evolutionary

Sufficient	and/or	Flexible	Resources Structural Teleological

Insufficient	and/or	Inflexible	Resources Structural Evolutionary

Clear Vision and Mission Structural Evolutionary

Ambiguous Vision and Mission Structural Teleological

High Institutional Status and Success Political Teleological

Low Institutional Status and Success Political Evolutionary

High Shared Governance Political Evolutionary

Low Shared Governance Political Teleological

Strong Shared Culture Cultural Evolutionary

Weak Shared Culture Cultural Teleological

Highly Values Driven Cultural Evolutionary

Weakly Values Driven Cultural Teleological

Strong Division between Faculty and Administrative Values Cultural Teleological

Little Division between Faculty and Administrative Values Cultural Evolutionary

Strong Division between Faculty and Staff Human Re-
source

Teleological

Weak Division between Faculty and Staff Human Re-
source

Evolutionary

High Faculty Commitment and Tenure Rates Human Re-
source

Evolutionary

Low Faculty Commitment and Tenure Rates Human Re-
source

Teleological

Figure 2. University characteristics, primary frames, and probable planning approaches.
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ABSTRACT

Most authorities on educational planning and change recognize that each situation is some-
what unique and that in complex organizations, like universities, a blend of approaches is 
necessary. Following the premise of the need for universities to approach planning from 
multiple	perspectives,	the	purpose	of	this	paper	is	to	briefly	explore	the	unique	nature	of	
universities	and	how	this	helps	to	define	the	considerations	that	must	be	taken	into	account	
when deciding which planning approaches should be used.

To accomplish this purpose, two primary frameworks are blended: Birnbaum’s classic text 
on the characteristics of universities and Bolman and Deal’s four frames for analyzing 
organizations (structural, human resource, political, and cultural). Against this backdrop, 
various approaches to educational planning are examined, e.g., incremental, bounded ratio-
nal, comprehensive rational, mixed scanning, and developmental, to discern the situations 
and conditions under which they are appropriate for university planning. The overall con-
clusion is that due to the complexity of university characteristics and the need to examine 
the university’s needs and conditions through each of the four frames, university planners 
must be well versed in all approaches in order to select the one(s) most appropriate for a 
particular planning endeavor.




